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Knight Oil Tools to Exhibit at
2015 Offshore Technology
Conference

Company Spotlight

Knight Oil Tools will be participating at the Offshore
Technology Conference (OTC) held May 4th through May 7th
at NRG Park (formerly Reliant Park) in Houston, Texas.
The annual Offshore Technology Conference is the largest oil
and gas industry conference and exhibition in the world. More
than 108,000 offshore oil and gas industry experts from around
the world attended OTC in 2014.
Knight Oil Tools’ exhibit (Booth 8115) is on the center
aisle of the NRG Arena. Convenient shuttle buses are
available to continually transport visitors to and from the
NRG Center and Arena.

Visit Knight Oil Tools
Booth 8115 NRG Arena
2015 Offshore Technology Conference
May 4-7 • NRG Park • Houston, Texas

The Knight Oil Tools exhibit will showcase products and
technologies from the company’s Rental Tool Services,
Fishing Services, Manufacturing, Inspection & Hardbanding
and QHSE Training & Consulting service lines.
Knight Manufacturing will be demonstrating an automated pipe
maintenance system which optimizes the lifecycle of tubular
goods through the cleaning, inspection and preparation process.
This system increases daily output, provides consistency in
quality and planning and reduces labor time per joint of pipe.
The automated process also provides a safer work environment
by eliminating the handling of pipe, grinders and brushes.
For more than 40 years, Knight Oil Tools has been providing
“zero-failure” equipment and services to the oil and gas
industry. With more than 50 locations worldwide, Knight Oil
Tools has grown to include Rental Tool Services, Fishing
Services, Manufacturing, Inspection and Hardbanding, and
QHSE Training and Consulting – making it the largest
privately held rental and fishing tools company in the world.
For more information, visit www.knightoiltools.com.
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This seal symbolizes our Promise to ensure
excellence through safety and quality;
integrity through trust and values; and
leadership through accountability, innovation
and technology for its employees, customers,
products and services.

“People Make the Difference”

